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How to alphabetize spreadsheet in excel

Above is a video that shows two different methods for columns sorted alphabetically, and below is the specified step. Method 1 In an Excel spreadsheet, find and highlight the columns that you want in alphabetical order. Select the Sort and Filter buttons, click the drop-down menu, and select Sort A to Z A.
A window will appear. Make sure to expand selection as the option. Click Sort the columns that you selected will sort. The second method of sorting and sorting alphabetically is to apply filters. Highlight column headings Click Sort &amp; Filter. Select Filter. Click the small square from the column you want
to sort alphabetically, and select Sort A to Z. 1, type the text you want to sort the letters into the cells of one column. To highlight, click on the first cell and drag it down to the last cell you want to sort alphabetically. You can highlight an entire column by clicking the column heading that contains 3
characters, searching the Sort AZ or Sort ZA icons on the Standard toolbar under the Data tab. Click the Sort AZ icon to sort alphabetically in ascending order. Click the Sort ZA icon to sort descending. Your highlighted cells are sorted. If you can't find the AZ sort icon, you can add a standard toolbar by
opening the View menu on the menu bar and selecting Toolbars, and checking Standard. To do this, use the keyboard shortcut. You can also highlight by clicking a blank box between the row header and the column heading at the top left of 3, opening the Data menu on the toolbar, and then clicking
options. Sort by The Sort box appears. If you label a column, select the Header Row option under My List, select No column row. If you select No Header Row, the header row is not selected. The option is the column heading of the standard letter 5, select Ascending to sort the selected columns in
ascending order, or select Descending to sort the selected columns in ascending order. Add a new question, how to reverse the order of the registered names to make the last name before the first name? First, highlight the set of cells connected to the last name. Click Sort, which in 2016 is located under
the Sort and Filter menu as Custom Sort, and then look for columns to sort your names and select the column letters that match the columns of the worksheet you want to sort. Click OK and the columns will be sorted according to the requirements you choose. The question changes the order of one
column. Other columns? If a single cell is selected, Excel assumes that you want all data blocks to be sorted. If more than one cell is selected, it sorts only the selected and often returned text to ask to confirm that you want to sort only part of the block of data (rare use case), the question is, how to add in
the future in the character list, then will it be added in their correct place? You can insert a line where the item should be a letter before adding or just add it down and reorder it. I have a question. How do I add a column in Excel? To add a single column in Excel, right-click the column heading letter and
select Add . From right-click options, a new column is inserted to the left of the right-click column. To add multiple adjacent columns in Excel, select the number of adjacent column header letters equal to the number of columns you want to insert, and then right click one column and select Insert from the
right-click option. Question How do I sort alphabetically by multiple columns? Move the columns that you want in alphabetical order to the front. Wiki method is similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are co-written by multiple authors. This article has been viewed 451,006 times. This
tutorial will teach you a few quick and easy ways to put Excel in alphabetical order. It also provides a solution for minor non-task tasks, such as how to sort by last name when the list starts with a name. Sorting alphabetically in Excel is as simple as ABC, whether you sort all worksheets or selected ranges
vertically (columns) or horizontal (rows), ascending (A to Z) or descending (Z to A), in most cases, tasks can be done with the click of a button. This tutorial will show you a few quick ways to characterize in Excel and teach you how to predict and prevent sorting problems. The sort method in Excel as a
whole, there are 3 main methods to sort alphabetically in Excel: A-Z or Z-A, sorting and filter feature, below you will find detailed instructions on each method. How to sort columns alphabetically, the quickest way to sort alphabetically in Excel is: Select any cell in the column you want to sort. On the Data
tab, in the Sort &amp; Filter group, click A-Z to sort ascending or Z-A to sort descending, finished! Can be accessed from the Home tab &gt; Editing Groups &gt; Sort &amp; Filter: Both ways Excel will sort alphabetically to your list immediately: Tips after you do the sorting and before you do anything else,
take a closer look at the results. If something's wrong, click the Undo button to restore the original sequence. If your data series has two or more columns, you can use the <a0><a1> Data Series </a1> You can use the A-Z or Z-A button to place one column in alphabetical order, and Excel automatically
moves data in another column. Related data in each row is stored together: In most situations, when selecting only one or a few cells in the middle of your data set, Excel is not sure which data to sort and ask for your advice. If you want to sort the entire table, drop the default option. Expand selection
options, and click Sort: Filter and sort alphabetically in Excel. - When using autofilter, the sort option for all columns is just a mouse click to it. Adding a filter to your table is easy: Select one or more column headings. On the Home tab, in the Editing group, click Sort &amp; Filter&gt; Sort &amp; Filter. Filter
Small drop-down arrows appear in each column header. Click the drop-down arrow for the column you want to paste alphabetically, and select Sort A to Z: The columns are sorted alphabetically immediately, and the small up arrow on the filter button displays the sort order (ascending): To remove a filter,
click the Filter button again. How to paste multiple columns in alphabetical order, if you want to sort data in multiple columns, use excel sort order command, which gives more control over how your data is sorted. For example, try adding another column to our table, and then sort the list alphabetically by
region first, and then by name: To finish, please do as following steps: Select all the tables you want to sort. In most cases, you can select only one cell, and Excel will automatically select the rest of your data. But this is a false approach, especially when there are spaces (blank cells) within your data. On
the Data tab, in the Sort &amp; Filter group, click the Sort dialog box appears with the first sort level automatically created for you as Excel deems fit. In the Sort by drop-down box, select the columns that you want to sort alphabetically first. In the second other box, exit the default setting: Sort - Cell Values
and Sequences - A through Z: Tip If the first dropdown shows column letters instead of headings, select the My Data with Headers check box. Click the Add level button to add the next level and select an option for another column. In this example, The second level sorts the values in . Column names in
alphabetical order from A to Z: Tip If you are sorting by multiple columns with the same criteria, click Copy level instead of 'Add Level'. Add additional sorting levels if necessary, and click OK, Excel will sort your data in the specified order, as shown in the below screenshot, our table is sorted alphabetically
as it should: first by region, then by name: How to sort rows alphabetically in Excel, if your data is sorted by alphabetically in a row. It can also be done by using the Excel sort feature, the following methods are: Select the range you want to sort. If your table has row labels that should not be moved, go to
the Data tab &gt; Group, Sort and Filter, and click Sort: in the Sort dialog box, click an option... In the Small Sort Options dialog box that appears, select Sort from left to right and click OK to return to Sort by drop-down list, sort by, select the row numbers you want to sort alphabetically (1st row in this
example). In the other two boxes, the default value is well done, so we keep it (the cell value in the order on the box and A through Z in the Order box) and click OK: As a result, the first row in our table is sorted alphabetically, and the rest of the data is sorted according to the treatment of all relationships
between items: the problem with sorting the alphabet in Excel. But if you're working with incomplete structural data, things can go terribly wrong. Here are two common issues: Blank or hidden columns and rows A simple fix is to eliminate spaces and unhide all hidden areas before sorting, or select the
entire table first, and then sort them alphabetically. However, if the header row does not contain special formatting, your column headings are often treated as regular items and end up somewhere in the middle of the sorted data. To prevent this from happening, select only the data rows, and then sort
them. When using the Sort dialog box, you can use the Make sure the My data with headers check box is selected. How to sort alphabetically in Excel with microsoft excel formula has a variety of features to cope with many different tasks. Many, but not all. If you are facing challenges that do not have a
built-in solution, chances can be achieved with the formula. It is also true for alphabetical sorting. Below you will find a few examples when alphabetical order can be done with formulas. How to sort alphabetically in Excel by last name because there are a few common methods. Name in English
Sometimes you may find yourself in a situation when the list starts with a name, while you need to sort alphabetically by last name: Excel sort option can not help, in this case, so let's resort the formula with the full name in A2, insert the following formula into two different cells, and then copy the column
until the last cell contains data: in C2, extract the name: =LEFT(A2,SEARCH(A2)-1) in D2, Extract last name: = right (A2, LEN (A2) -SEARCH (A2,1)), then per piece in reverse order separated by comma: =D2 &amp; ,,&amp;C2, the detailed description of the formula can be found here, now let only focus
the result: since we need the letter, the name does not convert to value. Right click on the selected cell, click on the value under Paste Options and press the Enter key: Well, you almost have! Now select any cell in the result column, click the A to Z or Z button on the Data tab and have you have it - sort
list alphabetically by last name: in case you need to return to the original, last name, last name, format, there is less work for you to do: split the name into two parts again by using the formula below (E2 is a comma separated name): LEN (E2) Get last name: = left (E2, SEARCH (E2) - 2) and bring the two
parts together: = G2&amp;&amp;H2, execute the formula to one conversion value and you're good to go! The process may seem a little complicated on paper, but believe me, it will take only a few minutes in your Excel. In fact, it will take less time to read this tutorial, let alone the letter name manually:)

How to sort each row alphabetically each row in Excel In the previous example, we have discussed how to sort rows in Excel by using the Sort dialog box. In that, we're dealing with a data set that's related. But what if each row contains free data? How do you sort alphabetically each row? In case you
have the right number of rows, you can sort them one by one by following these steps. If you have hundreds or thousands of rows, that will be a huge waste of time. Recipes can do the same thing much faster. Supposing you have multiple rows of data that should be sorted in a new alphabetical order, for
example: To begin with, copy the row labels to another worksheet or another position in the same worksheet, and then use the following array formula to enter each row alphabetically (where B2:D2 is the first row in the source table): =INDEX($B 2:$D 2 MATCH(column($B 2:B2), COUNTIF($B 2:$D 2, 2,
&lt;=&amp;$B 2:$D 2),0)) Remember that the correct method to enter array formulas in Excel is to press Ctrl + Shift + Enter. As you do this, Excel will put the formula in {wing braces}. Select the formula cell (G2) and drag the fill handle to the right to copy the formula to another cell of the first row
(maximum in cell I2 in this example). Select all formula cells in the first row (G2:I2), and then drag the fill handle down to copy the formula to another row. Important note! The above formula works with a couple of clauses: your data source should not contain blank cells or duplicate values. If your data set
contains some gaps wrapped in the IFERROR function: = IFERROR(INDEX(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index(index($B 2:$D <3> index(index). <6> 2,MATCH(COLUMNS($B 2:B2), COUNTIF ($B 2:$D
2,&lt;=&amp;$B 2:$D 2),0), unfortunately there is no easy duplicate solution for If you know one, please don't venture in the comments! How does this formula work? The above formula is based on the combination of classic index matching used to perform horizontal search in Excel, but since we need a
type of character search, we have created it in this way: COUNTIF ($B 2:$D 2&lt; =&amp;$B 2:$D 2). Compare all values in the same row with each other and return an array of their relative rank. For example, in row 2 returns {2,3,1}, which means that Caden is 2, Oliver is 3, and Aria is $B 1. 2. For I2 - 3,
find the lookup value calculated by COLUMNS() in the search array returned by COUNTIF() and return the relative position. How to sort each column alphabetically in Excel, if you are dealing with an independent subset of data arranged vertically in a column, you can customize the above formula to sort
by each column. Simply replace the column () with ROWS(), make a few columns, absolute coordinates and relative coordinate rows, and your formula is ready: =INDEX(A$3: A$5, MATCH (ROW (A$3:A3), COUNTIF (A$3: A$5 &lt &amp; =&amp;A$3: A$5), 0)). Remember it is an array formula, which
should be completed with Ctrl + Shift + Enter: in addition to providing solutions to tasks that are impossible to accomplish with the built-in sorting options of Excel formulas, there is another one (though:) Benefits – They make a dynamic sort with inbuilt features, you'll need to resort to your data every time
a new item is added. With formulas, you can add new data at any time, and sorted items will update automatically. If you want to rearrange the sort by static alphabet, replace the formula with the result by using Paste Special &gt; Values to have the following. See the formulas mentioned in this tutorial,
you will be happy to download our excel alphabetical worksheets. I thank you for reading and look forward to seeing you on our blog next week! Week!
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